A heartfelt congratulations to all of you out there for making it to the National Institute of Technology, Tiruchirappalli. And finally. It’s all over. Those years of study and then those hours of exam, all for an entry into a college. No more of crying with HC Verma and RD Sharma. No more of nail-biting moments waiting for the results page to load. You are finally going to enter college life, where you will be making friends and memories for life. But then, this thought of moving out of your shell to lead an independent life is definitely an intimidating one and one that’s clouded with doubts.

To ease out your early nerves, we the Peer supporters group of NITT have a special team of handpicked students that will provide you with able a guidance and required assistance. From your doubts regarding the admission procedure to your questions about the campus or student life, we the peers supporters group are the ones you can always contact. We will be answering your queries related to admission procedure, academics, orientation programme and student life here. Having been through the same phase where you might find yourself now, our group has the perfect experience required to guide you. Again, don’t hesitate to contact us!
Hi there! This is Sashank, 3rd Year, Electronics and Communication engineering.

Coming to Trichy and to this Institute has been a whole lot of new experience, two years have already passed by and I can undoubtedly tell that they're the best set of years I've had. Well it always takes time to get settled in a new place, new environment in the start but then it's all great after that. Time flies quicker than you'd ever expect.

Be it your love for Science or Tech, Music or Dance or Drama or rather something unique, all that you've dreamt in these years to become, to achieve, the platform's ready, the stage's set for all of that in this Institute, grab your opportunity and fly high.

I hail from Hyderabad on the other end and speak fluent English, Telugu and Hindi. Feel free to text, ring up or mail in your own comfort when in state of dilemma and have your doubts cleared.

Looking forward to see you in Trichy.

Contact: 9597055643 / 9494810613
sashank.macha@gmail.com
Hello Guys!!

I am Stutee, currently a 3rd year student pursuing Metallurgical and Materials Engineering. It has already been 2 years in this wonderful place and my experiences are really the ones to cherish for lifetime.

Be it academics or extra-curricular this place gives it all with a balance which one needs. If you have your goals set right then NITT gives you the desired path to walk upon. I hail from the city of Bhubaneswar, Odisha and am a person who loves socializing and a violinist who loves music.

I welcome the students who have made it to the premier institute of the country and wish you all good luck for the journey ahead. You can ping me anytime regarding queries and doubts about our institute. I would do my best to help you out.

Contact: 9944320499
rafastutee@gmail.com
Hi, I am Ashutosh Shukla, 2nd year student of Department of Architecture. I hail from Allahabad. I know Hindi and English. The life at NITT has been super cool for me. It is an amazing place where getting a B.Arch degree isn’t the only important thing – it gives you a chance to explore your interests in ways that are within your reach. I enjoy Model Making and public speaking. I’m really passionate about writing poems and got my book “MAA KAA DIL” published in 2012. I play cricket and badminton and enjoy debating and organising events. I’ve been a part of the Aaveg, Festember and I feel proud to be a part NCC NIT Trichy. Introductions apart, a warm welcome to all of you out there planning to join Nit-Trichy. If you’re weighing your options and figuring out which college to go for, don’t worry I’ve been there and done that, so I can tell you that you will not regret coming to NIT Trichy, not one bit. You’ll have the best of times here interacting with people from all across India and abroad and this place is crawling with clubs, events and fests that you’ll never know what hit you. You can express your heart out here and discover yourself anew given all the wide variety of outlets we have for talent here. And what’s more we’ve put together a little party of sorts for those who do join eventually. The orientation programme is what helped us come together and form this amazing batch. I hereby welcome you to one of the best colleges of this country. Whenever in doubt, feel free to disturb me!

Contact: 9784601387
ashu1308.nitt@gmail.com
Hello guys! This is Shajitha over here. I’ve successfully entered into the second year of architecture. So basically I'm from Chennai and I speak Tamil and English fluently.

First of all I would like congratulate you for making it into NIT Trichy. You guys will rock here. I could still remember the urge of getting into NIT and the excitement that was waiting ahead. There will be a lot of new things that’ll be a surprise for you. The entire first year was like an adventure ride that I kept exploring. The new hostel life and friends were quite different. But the orientation times were one among the best things that none of the other college would provide. When I was new to all this, my seniors were there to help me out and guide me. I hope even I'll help you guys out with whatever you need. So just feel free to contact me.

Contact: 9094239418  
shajithagajendran@gmail.com
Hi Friends! My name is Pious Sharma. I am from Dehradun, Uttarakhand. I am currently in 2nd year Chemical Engineering. I can speak Hindi, English and understand Tamil to an extent. I like to play badminton, love to travel and enjoy life.

NIT Trichy is simply home away from home. Nervous, like you all, I set my foot inside this college and after one year I can say that it’s been a beautiful journey. This place offers you the opportunities like any other best college would do but what sets apart is the students from all across the globe you get to interact here. Being a part of various activities of the college helped me develop my interactive, leadership skills. Academically this place has well established itself which can be seen with its constant presence among the top 10 colleges of the country. College is a place where you’ve the most amazing moments in your life and you’ll surely feel it once you have those late night talks in hostels, college trips with friends, eating together in canteens, celebrating birthdays, etc. Here you get to see all cultures and traditions spread across India – from Ganesh Utsav celebrations to Dandia Nights.

Leaving you with this I would love to welcome you to feel this amazing journey and be a part of it. Feel free to contact me anytime for any queries because friends are there to help you.

Contact: 9410137737
piousharma@gmail.com
Hey friends! This is Harini, second year chemical from Chennai. It’s already been a year since I entered this college but I still remember the first day here. One thing that I can assure you here is great friends. You'll get a great exposure to people from all over the country, their different cultures and language. It would be a great learning experience. The campus is very eco-friendly. You'll have the experience of living in a town with almost all the necessary stuffs for our daily livelihood. The college is mainly known for its festivals every year. The major festivals are Festember, Pragyan, Nittfest and Aaveg. Food and the fun are the major highlights. On the whole you would have the best of your times here.

And about the heat you don’t need to worry much as fortunately it has started to rain a bit during summer too.

Contact: 8428538359
bharini10@gmail.com
Hi there! I am NIT Trichy. I hail from Salem, Tamil Nadu. I can speak English, Tamil and a fair amount of Hindi and Telugu.

First of all, congratulations everyone! You have made through one of the toughest exams in India! Feels great right? By now, you must have made a list of how all must your college life be. Trust me, NITT never disappoints you on that note.

NITT provides a perfect balance between knowledge and fun. It has a wide range of professional clubs ranging from photography to robotics. Apart from that, classy fests and working for your department gets you a bonding with the college students.

Cheer to having made it one of the top premiere institutions in the country.

Feel free to contact me for any help,

Contact: 8344491769
ramanarmnzz@gmail.com
Hello there!

I am Nirubha Raghavi, currently a second year of Civil department. I’m from Neyveli and can speak Tamil and English fluently. I’m also part of NITTFEST and Festember. The thought of facing something you’ve never before, the boundless freedom can sure be intimidating. But believe me when I tell you that NITT will be one of the best decisions you ever made. Be it stumbling around with your first laundry or using Google Maps to go to your classes, all of those experiences will certainly be fun. NITT is an amazing college, be it academics or the extra-curriculars. There are loads of clubs of which you will be able to find at least one that’ll kindle your passion. As you get settled in here, you’ll find it your second home with the friends you made for life, seniors and professors as family. Looking forward to meeting you all!

Feel free to contact in case of any queries. Cheers!

Contact: 9444750562
nirubha98@gmail.com
Hey there fellas! I’m Venkat from 2nd Year CSE, and let me tell you why choosing to come to NITT will be the best decision of your life.

Is this the real life? Is this just fantasy? You’ll be asking yourselves such bohemian questions once you come into NITT! I’ve been here only for a year, but I’ve already had more fun than ever in my life. This place is truly perfect. From the plethora of fests to the dozens of technical and recreational clubs alike, the campus is always sprawling with activity. I guarantee it, you won’t regret this decision.

If you’re like me, you would have had a gazillion questions in your head, and not know who to ask!

I’m from Chennai and I speak English and Tamil, and can understand Hindi. Have no fear, we’re all here to help. If you have any questions, feel free to call or WhatsApp me.

Contact: 9962535961
venkat24@outlook.com
Hi! I'm Kavitha and I'm currently in my second year in the department of computer science and engineering. Basically from a small village in Tamil Nadu, I was born and brought up in Chennai. I know English and Tamil. My interests lie in drawing and reading novels.

NITT was something like a dream come true. Coming from a State Syllabus background I can’t say it was too easy for me to cope up in academics. But the professors, resources and above all the friends NIT Trichy provided me was far sufficient to get me through. The best part of this college is the friends you get to make from various parts of the country. The first year of college is always the best as you get to experiment and explore.

Enough said, NITT provides you with everything you’ll need for the next 4 years and beyond with a perfect balance between academics and co-curricular activities. My best wishes for all you juniors. Feel free to approach me regarding any queries or problems. Looking forward to an amazing set of juniors.

Contact: 9444379075
kavitha.s17@yahoo.com
Hey! Firstly, Kudos to all you guys, to have got into such a great college.

I am Jagan from second year Electrical Engineering Department. I hail from Trichy, I did my schooling in Mumbai and Chennai. So I can speak English, Tamil and Hindi fluently.

Being the school pupil leader/head boy of my school, I have handful experience of organising. I was a part of Aaveg, currently in Festember - Workshops & Informals Team, and the Orientation Team. I love quizzing, puzzles, I like to travel a lot, playing cricket and organising events.

Coming to college life, NITT is a great place; it is one of the top most institutions of our country. Every time you would be surrounded by workshops and activities to dwell around with, overall it would be a fun-filled atmosphere. The NSS activities are the icing on the cake. There are hell lots of clubs which bring out the hidden talents out of us, which we would have never got to know. Trust me; come here and you would experience what is called the real college life.

Being a native of Trichy, I got used to campus very easily and I know both campus and Trichy very well. Any doubts/troubles, regarding college life/Trichy, feel free to contact me anytime.

All the best for a wonderful journey in NITT. Excited to meet a new set of juniors.

Contact: 7299306577
jagan1997@gmail.com
Hey! I'm Sandhya Krishnakumar from Chennai, currently doing my second year in Electrical and Electronics Engineering. I did my schooling in SBOAJC, Chennai. I'm fluent in English, Tamil and Kannada. I was a part of Aaveg Organizing Committee and a member of Festember Workshops and Informals Team presently. I sing classical music too. You would have certainly undergone a lot of struggle and would have put in a lot of effort to score good rank and make it here. So, I’d say NIT Trichy is the best place for you because it provides you not only with quality education but also with various other platforms to showcase your talent. This is a place where you can become friends with people from different parts of India, interact with them, hangout with them and get to know about their cultures. I know that it is sad to stay cities away from home, for some it is states away and for some others it is countries away, but your stay at hostel would be really cool and memorable, trust me. You can have fun, celebrate birthdays at 12 at the same time, study due to peer pressure :P The past academic year for me had been awesome and I welcome you with warm hands to experience the same.

P.S.: Enjoy The Orientation Period every bit. Come out of your shell and interact with everyone.

CHEERS :D

Contact: 9176286409
sksandykanna@gmail.com
Hi! I'm Apratim Khobragade from 2nd year ECE Department. I from Nagpur in Maharashtra. I can speak Marathi, English and Hindi. I know most of you must be scared as you will be away from your family for next four years. But believe me once you enter the college you will adapt the environment very soon.

NITT has been a amazing place to study and live in. You will get to meet people from different places. We have lots of fun during the fests and other activities round the year. Being a hostelite has given a lots of unforgettable memories and new friends.

Feel free to contact me for any help!!

Contact: 9790485563
apratin.khobragade@gmail.com
Maanasa Vijayasarathi

Hello freshmen! This is Maanasa, on my second year to becoming an Electronics and Communication Engineer. For someone who spent her entire life in Chennai, Trichy came as a pleasant surprise, a place I would now happily call home. NITT, with its beautiful lanes, sprawling campus and lovely architecture is undoubtedly the perfect destination to spend the next 4 years of your college life.

Fluent in Tamil, English and Hindi, I love to dabble in everything that comes my way. An avid reader, dancer and artist, I indulge in literature. An active participant in college festivities, I am thoroughly fun loving, creative and take my fandoms very seriously. Above all, I pride myself over being a NITTian. The maze of roads, the living-on-your-own, the love for your department, the new found freedom tagged with all the responsibility and other finer details of your new life here may sound complicated now, it was for me, but first year is an adventure where you embrace the change and actually like it. We will always be there to support you through it. I could rant on about the awesomeness of the institute you’re about to be a part of, But nothing compares to first-hand experience. Looking forward to meeting you juniors! Feel free to contact me with any queries via mail, text or calls.

Contact: 9445934764
maanasavijayasarathi@gmail.com
Hey, I'm Vishwa Sai Cheguevara, currently in 2nd year, Instrumentation and Control Engineering. I'm from Hyderabad and can speak Telugu, Hindi, and English. I can also manage Tamil. My first year ended with full of fun and great memories. To say honestly, Nit Trichy is one of the best college. It has lot of clubs where you can explore your talents. And about food, I say not bad. (If you’re from Chaitanya or Narayana, then you’ll find this as heaven.)

Talking of my department, it really has a great scope in future, believe me you'll never regret for taking it. To those who are opting to choose this department but still have doubts, cheer up, you have taken right decision.

Finally, Congrats to all for clearing JEE mains and welcome to one of the prestigious college.

Contact: 7871155165
vishwasai cheguevara@gmail.com
Hi there! I'm Navya Shaji from second year, ICE dept. A Keralite by birth, I have lived all my life in Neyveli, Tamil Nadu and hence know pretty much both the languages. I can communicate in Hindi, to a reasonable extent. An extrovert by nature, I love talking and socializing and it's hard to shut me up once I get started.

And now about the college. One word. Amazing. The college and the life that one gets to lead here. Few months into college, you will definitely start loving the atmosphere here, with great fests, innumerable clubs and all. To the ones fearing home-sickness, I can assure you that it's a term you shall soon forget thanks to the multi-cultured people you get to interact with. Trust me when I tell that coming here is the best decision I've ever made and I'm pretty sure you will agree with me, a year down the lane.

As someone who stood in the same juncture as you, a year ago, with a thousand thoughts and a thousand doubts, some sensible and some senseless, I can totally relate to your present self. It would be my pleasure if I can help you out in any way. So do feel free to ring me up anytime, with any doubts or worries.

Congrats for having made it into this lovely place! Looking forward to having you here,

Contact: 7598426755
navyashaji@gmail.com
Hey there :) I'm Rajive and I'm a 2nd year Mechanical Engineering student at NIT TRICHY. I'm from Bihar and my hometown is Siwan. I've completed my 10th standard from D.A.V Public School, Siwan and 12th from D.A.V Public School, Patna. I have lived in Siwan, Kota and Patna. I play badminton and chess and enjoy organising events. I've been a part of the Aaveg and the Orientation Team.

Anyhow, enough about me, a warm welcome to all you freshers out there planning to come to Nit-Trichy. If you’re in dilemma and figuring out which college to go for, don’t worry I’ve been there and done that, so I can tell you that you will not regret coming to NIT-Trichy. Not one bit. You’ll have the best of times here interacting with people from all across India and abroad. I would like to tell you that NIT Trichy is also called a Mini India. And this place is crawling with clubs, events, fests and workshops that you’ll never know what hit you. You will get here a very good opportunity to develop yourself without any boundaries. And here we have kept an amazing and exciting orientation programme for you guys joining the college recently. I am pretty sure you people will surely enjoy this.

So feel free to call me, inquire about stuff and sort out any misunderstandings about the branch or college you might have. And I can speak Hindi, English, Bhojpuri and trying my hands in Tamil also!

Contact: 7808863241/9790482289
rajeevkrsg@gmail.com
Hey. I am S.Abimathi, currently pursuing Mechanical engineering in NIT Trichy. I am a day scholar but that doesn't mean I haven't had my part of fun in this college. I am fluent in English, Tamil and Hindi. I am a part of Festember PR team. I have lived in Chandigarh, Chennai and Assam and have experienced many cultures but seeing people different cultures in the college astonished me. The most impressive part of this college is learning in groups as a part of club, workshop, fest etc. My friends here have motivated me to explore the fields of study which I was unaware of before. They even taught me to play the sport which I never thought I would learn. I hope you don't miss the fun I had.

Contact: 8220228609
abimathi88@gmail.com
Heya! I’m Kedarnath Bisi and I’m currently pursuing my bachelor’s degree in Metallurgical and Material engineering. Basically I’m from Odisha but I know Telugu, Hindi, and English apart from Odiya. I have been a part of Aaveg Organising committee and was Hostel representative of Jade hostel. I enjoy playing Table Tennis, dancing and playing guitar.

Let me first welcome to all kids who are planning to join NIT Trichy. Let me tell you this is the place where you will have amazing experience with life-long memories. It’s a place with people from different backgrounds and different culture come. That’s why it is called “cosmopolitan place”.

You guys will learn a lot of stuff as being part of different clubs and will enjoy a lot of fests. I’m damn sure this place is a platform to show your hidden talent and you will get a lot of opportunities.

Contact: 9790023341
kedarnathbisi12@gmail.com
Hey! I'm Sai Venkata Gayathri A, 2nd year in Metallurgy and Materials Engineering. I hail from Andhra Pradesh and but grew up in Neyveli. I can speak Tamil, Telugu, English and Hindi. I am NSS EXCOM and now part of Festember Workshops and Informals team. NIT Trichy has a large distinct varieties of clubs. Everyone get an opportunity to discover their passion. In just one year this college has helped me evolve a lot. Being away from home for the first time in my life obviously had a great impact on me in the beginning but the orientation programs along with the trips made me adapt to the environment within a few weeks. A year passed by quickly, but left behind quite a many memories to cherish. I'm eagerly waiting for my next 3 years.

I welcome you all juniors, you'll enjoy the 4 years of your life here. Feel free to contact me in case of any queries.

Contact: 9487348240
asvgayathri@gmail.com
Hello juniors :) My name is Mehul Lal and I am in my second year of Production Engineering. My hometown is Ranchi, Jharkhand and I have done my entire schooling in BR DAV Begusarai, Bihar. I can speak Hindi and English and have been trying my hands on Tamil since I have been here. I’m a fun loving guy who loves to interact with people. I play tennis, table tennis and basketball and enjoy music, quizzing and organising events. I have been a part of Aaveg Organising Committee and currently a part of the Festember Workshops and Informals Team along with Orientation Team. Anyways enough about me, a very warm welcome to all the guys and girls who are going to be a part of NIT TRICHY. Well I assure all of you that the four years you all are going to spend here will be one of the most fun and enjoyable part of your life. Also, to the people for whom college is a bit far from home, you will miss the college more once you go home in vacations(personal experience :p). Here you will have friends from all over India and abroad too, so many clubs to pursue your passion and interests, all the games and sports for you to break your sweat in evenings, so many fests for you to enjoy, and yeah so much to study and research if you wish too :p . Initially there will be a few problems but you will learn to love this place like every one of us have.

So excited to meet the talented juniors. Feel free to disturb me on any doubts you have or any issues regarding the college or even if you don’t have any problems, we are always here to help you guys out.

ALL THE BEST FOR YOUR NEW CHAPTER IN LIFE!
Contact: 9472388366
lal.mehullal0@gmail.com
Hello! First of all a big congratulations on getting into NIT Trichy, one of the premier institutes of the country. I am Raghvendra and currently in Second Year pursuing Chemical Engineering. I am from Udaipur, Rajasthan. I love meeting new people and socialize. I am a part of Festember Media Relations Team and a member of NSS. NIT Trichy is a mini-India with people from every background who are awesome as well as crazy which make this place all the more special and amazing. Believe me, you will adjust in this new environment in no time and might fall for this place (like I did). I can speak English and Hindi fluently. The thought of entering into college life might seem frightening but it will be best time of your life.

When in doubt, you know my number, do call me and feel free to disturb.
See you soon!

Contact: 8239121430
raghvendra.nitt@gmail.com
Hey! I am Bhavana Kamaraj, 2nd year Production Engineering Student. I am basically from Tamil Nadu, but brought up in Andhra Pradesh all these years. I can speak Tamil, Telugu, Hindi and English fluently. I am a part of the Festember events team and was also the class representative.

Last year, I had also been through a lot of confusion as to which college I should choose, but finally chose NITT, which was definitely not a choice of regret. The beginning days of my college were filled with anxiety, but the orientation programme shooed away all my fears. I began to explore myself. All the induction process, fests, workshops gave me a huge opportunity to learn many new things. Along with quality education, the college helps us develop in many other fields too. The campus eventually becomes a home, with many friends from various parts of the country, seniors who are always ready to help you out, amazing staff, and wonderful days in hostel.

We welcome you to the family of NITT. Feel free to contact me!

Contact: 9791280457
bhavanakamaraj@gmail.com
Hi there. :)  
I'm Deep Bhattacharyya from the Department of Computer Science and Engineering. I am from the city of Kolkata, where I've lived all my life. I did my schooling from DPS Ruby Park. My hobbies involve football, travelling and I also enjoy coding. 

That's it about me. Now, for all you guys who are on their way to NIT Trichy, I would like to say that rest assured, you won't regret coming here. This place has got loads of opportunities for you to pursue your passion, whatever it maybe. You will get to meet a diverse group of people, from different backgrounds, each with a different passion and talent. Moreover, you will get to learn a lot of new stuff, as this place is crawling with a variety of clubs, including coding, drama, music and what not. 

So if you want to ask something, clear your doubts or just want to shoot me a message, feel free to contact me. Oh, and by the way, I am comfortable with Hindi and Bengali, other than English.

Contact: 9047142795
bhattacharyya.rick14@gmail.com
Raj Krishnan

ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING

Hello guys, congratulations on getting into NITT. Life in NITT is awesome. I am Raj Krishnan V, currently in second year pursuing Electrical and Electronics Engineering. I am from Kottayam, Kerala. I had my entire school education from Kerala. I can speak English, Hindi and Malayalam fluently. I have also learned basics of Tamil after coming here. I like to interact with people and thus have come to know how different the life is in an institute like NITT, with such a diverse population. I am interested in robotics and have presented a project during Pragyan along with two of my friends. I have also been part of the Ambiance team of NITTfest, the inter-departmental fest of NITT. Nothing better than the previous Festember and Pragyan has happened in my life. The climate in Trichy has been totally different from the climate of Kerala. Adapting to it was one of the few things I had to overcome in my life here. When I found myself doubtful, I had plenty of people who helped me. Now is my turn to become them. I am more than happy to clear doubts and suggest what, how, when, where to do. Life is like a river, if river doesn't know the course to flow, then it floods the place and create havoc to the people relaying on it and on top of that, it never reaches its destination. Your problem becomes our problem if you share it with me. Don't hesitate to call or text me. I am ready to help you any time.

Contact: 9790481830
rajkrishnanv@gmail.com